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A beautiful GRAYSCALE coloring book featuring the illustrations of Alena Lazareva .Â Includes

TWO full sets of the 23 amazing illustrations. And BONUS 7 pictures from Alena Lazareva&apos;s

other coloring books.Â Â * Page size is 8.5x11inches.Â Â * Pages printed on one side only.Â *Two

Copies of Every Image: Share with a family member, color with a friend. Enjoy coloring your favorite

images a second time. Have an extra copy in case you make a mistake.Â Â * Paper non-perforated

(typical of CreateSpace published coloring books)Â I recommend using colored pencils, soft

pastel.Â Â It is not suitable for use with wet media such as watercolor. Use sheet of card under the

page you are colouring.Â Â Happy coloring!
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Yet another quality book from Lazareva. This one features fashion females wearing sweet treats

and pages with just desserts. The images are fun. A fruity head-dress or a dress dripping with

orange juice? If you have a sugar tooth check out this book.It features 23 illustrations, plus bonus

images from some of Lazareva's other coloring book. But wait. There's more! This book is a double

book. So there is a complete second set of those 23 illustrations for you to try a new color scheme

on, or to tear out and share with friends or family. What a clever idea!The details are: thin to

medium-weight paper. I used markers, gel pens, and alcohol markers on my sample and the alcohol



markers were the only ones with bleed-through.I would call this a partial grayscale book. Some

images have more gray shading than others, so there are opportunities to practice your own

shading, or else you can just rely on the gray areas that are already shaded in for you. I've used

both markers and colored pencils in Lazareva's grayscale books. They both look great, but I would

say that colored pencils probably look the best because there is more ability to shade than with

markers.The pages are not perforated but all images stop well before the spine so you can easily

cut or tear out a page. I really like the bonus pages from her other books!

Â This is my all time favorite Alena Lazareva coloring book. There are two sets of 23 beautiful

designs of sweets. I love the variety from portraits, sweet themed fashion, and yummy desserts. Its

awesome there are two sets because you can change up your color palette or give one to a friend

to color the same picture at the same time. I would recommend this book for all ages and skill

levels. Its fantastic!

This artist always have great coloring books with interesting art. This is by far the best to me. I've

loved all her books. This is full of cute art to color. Cupcakes, fruit, ice cream, cakes, candies. And

beautiful art! The paper is just right, not too thick or too thin. The grayscale is not too dark or too

light. Honestly this is a delightful coloring book. Every single page will be fun to color!!

Absolutely stunning pictures. Love the Grayscale images.The designs are printed on one side of the

page. The page is non-perforated but I find it opens to a flat position very easily. I love the fact that

there are 2 copies of each image so that you can go a different direction artistically.. Paper ok, but

you'll need a thick sheet of paper under it if you're going to use markers so they don't bleed to next

page. Coloring pencils work extremely well with this paper. There is also a bonus 7 full page

pictures to colour from Alena's other books. I highly recommend this book .Happy coloring!Sweet

dreams. Coloring Book. Grayscale: Coloring Book for Adults

This book is Fantastic! As usual, Alena has given us perfection! A spectacular variety. As always,

the book itself is one sided pages, great quality and having two of each is terrific...so often I want to

give one away but don't want to give up my own copy! Even if you are new to grayscale, this would

be a wonderful book to start with due to all the variety.

As with ALL Alena Lazareva's grayscale books, I LOVE it! Not too light or too dark, just perfect!



As always, another beautiful book. For those who color in the books you'll get 2 sets of each page. I

personally don't color in any of her books. I photocopy the page on to card stock. I prefer coloring in

card stock because it's thicker.

Cute cute cute and so fun. I love that this book came with two copies of each picture and also 7

bonus pages from her other books.
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